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Supervisors Meeting

April 25, 2007

Agenda

Share out a few “gems” about how you 
have helped STs to prepare their 
Teaching Events
Discuss how to provide feedback to
students
Discuss our next steps for a “mock”
scoring event in June and September

Your “Gems”

With a partner, discuss how you have 
helped STs to prepare their TE
Share out a few in large group

Providing Feedback

Too many rubrics!
Choose THREE that you feel will 
provide STs with helpful feedback for 
their future
How to choose?

Read through all rubrics
What do you value as most essential for 
your STs as developing professionals?
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Reviewing the Rubrics
Context

no rubric but Task 1 is essential for STs to
determine how to do the other tasks in 
ways that support their students’ learning

Planning (3 rubrics)
Balanced instructional focus
Making content accessible
Designing assessments

Reviewing the Rubrics

Instruction (2 rubrics)
Engaging students in learning
Monitoring S learning during instruction

Assessment (2 rubrics)
Analyzing student work
Using assessment to inform teaching

Reviewing the Rubrics

Reflection (2 rubrics)
Monitoring student progress
Reflecting on learning

Academic Language (2 rubrics)
Understanding language demands
Supporting academic language 
development

Practice Offering Feedback

Pick ONE rubric to discuss with a 
partner
What would level 2 look Iike?
What might you say to a candidate to 
offer encouraging and constructive 
feedback?
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Providing Feedback
Copy (for each student) only those 
rubrics you want to use
Highlight or underline language in the 
rubric descriptors/levels that represent 
your STs performance
Add comments about both 
STRENGTHS and CHALLENGES
Write a few encouraging comments on 
the actual student work as well

An idea?

Have students pick one or two rubrics 
they want to use for self assessment
Ask them share their self assessment 
during your portfolio share out or other 
closing activity  

Resources for you

Sample Teaching Event scored as a 
solid “2” Benchmark paper

Sample has many strengths
Overwritten! Could be a “2” or “3” in fewer 
pages!

Sample scoring sheets with “evidence”
cited to justify score levels for this 
benchmark

Next Steps

“Mock Scoring” event on June 5 and 6
For program evaluation!
Random sample of Teaching Events
One day of scoring training
One day of “scoring” and discussion of 
what we have learned about our STs 
strengths and challenges
Round 2 in September
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To Prepare

Need two copies of each Teaching 
Event (turn in one to Field Placement)
Sign up with Stephanie if you’d like to 
participate
Small stipend to be offered
Hope to see you there!


